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ABSTRACT DNA microarrays have been widely adopted by the scientiﬁc community for a variety of applications. To improve
the performance of microarrays there is a need for a fundamental understanding of the interplay between the various factors
that affect microarray sensitivity and speciﬁcity. We use lattice Monte Carlo simulations to study the thermodynamics and
kinetics of hybridization of single-stranded target genes in solution with complementary probe DNA molecules immobilized on a
microarray surface. The target molecules in our system contain 48 segments and the probes tethered on a hard surface contain
8–24 segments. The segments on the probe and target are distinct and each segment represents a sequence of nucleotides
(;11 nucleotides). Each probe segment interacts exclusively with its unique complementary target segment with a single
hybridization energy; all other interactions are zero. We examine how the probe length, temperature, or hybridization energy,
and the stretch along the target that the probe segments complement, affect the extent of hybridization. For systems containing
single probe and single target molecules, we observe that as the probe length increases, the probability of binding all probe
segments to the target decreases, implying that the speciﬁcity decreases. We observe that probes 12–16 segments (;132–176
nucleotides) long gave the highest speciﬁcity and sensitivity. This agrees with the experimental results obtained by another
research group, who found an optimal probe length of 150 nucleotides. As the hybridization energy increases, the longer probes
are able to bind all their segments to the target, thus improving their speciﬁcity. The hybridization kinetics reveals that the
segments at the ends of the probe are most likely to start the hybridization. The segments toward the center of the probe remain
bound to the target for a longer time than the segments at the ends of the probe.
INTRODUCTION
DNA microarrays have revolutionized the way biological
research is done, enabling scientists to measure the expres-
sion patterns of thousands of genes in a single experiment.
Microarrays are being used in a wide variety of applications
(1–3):
1. To identify which genes are preferentially expressed by
which cells,
2. To reconstruct the metabolic pathways for cell operation,
3. To identify which genes are differentially expressed in
healthy versus diseased cells, enabling disease diagnosis
and the development of drugs that can exploit this dif-
ference,
4. To discover therapeutic drugs tailored to the genetic pro-
ﬁles of patients, the ultimate goal being personalized med-
icine,
5. To screen for environmental toxins or pathogens based
on changes in genetic proﬁles of exposed organisms, and
6. To facilitate legal identiﬁcation.
A microarray is a small glass or nylon slide containing
thousands of single-stranded genes or gene fragments im-
mobilized on the surface in spots arranged in a grid, with one
gene represented per spot (4). Fluorescently labeled single-
strand target molecules in a sample solution exposed to the
microarray surface bind speciﬁcally and hybridize to com-
plementary probe molecules immobilized on the microarray
surface. The molecular recognition of the target genes by the
appropriate probe molecules is a consequence of the Watson-
Crick basepairing rules. The four different nucleotides that
make up a single-stranded DNA molecule—adenine (A),
thymine (T), guanine (G), and cytosine (C), are compelled to
bind (pair) to their basepair complements. Subsequent anal-
ysis of the pattern of ﬂuorescence on the microarray surface
allows scientists to identify the genes in the DNA sample
solution and to determine their abundance.
The two main measures of microarray performance are
sensitivity and speciﬁcity (5–11). Sensitivity refers to the
hybridization signal/noise ratio. A high signal/noise ratio
indicates high sensitivity and therefore, a more efﬁcient
detection of the genes under study. Speciﬁcity refers to the
ability to discriminate between different nucleotides (8). The
probes should be designed to discriminate between target
and nontarget molecules differing by as little as a single
nucleotide. The higher the speciﬁcity, the less likely is cross
hybridization and generation of false positives. Current
understanding of how to design microarrays for maximal
sensitivity and speciﬁcity is limited, due in part to the short-
age of publicly-available data on optimum design. Therefore
there is a need for a fundamental understanding of the prin-
ciples that govern the interplay between the various factors
that affect microarray performance. Such knowledge is
essential to fully exploit the incredible potential of micro-
arrays.
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In recent years investigators have begun to examine the
inﬂuence of various factors on microarray performance to
optimize sensitivity and speciﬁcity (5–13). The factors that
inﬂuence microarray sensitivity and speciﬁcity include: the
choice of probe molecule sequence, length, and concentra-
tion; the target molecule sequence, length, and concentra-
tion; the probe and target nucleotide (G-C) compositions, the
spacer length, and the temperature. Ramdas et al. (6) have
evaluated experimentally the effect of oligonucleotide probe
length and concentration on signal intensity (sensitivity) in
microarrays. They observed that the signal intensity in-
creases linearly with the length of the oligonucleotide. The
signal intensity also increased as the probe concentration
increased, although the effect of probe concentration on the
signal intensity was minimal compared to the effect of probe
length. Relogio et al. (9) have shown in vitro that while
60-nucleotide (60-mer) long oligonucleotide probes had
10-times the sensitivity of a 25-mer probe, they had much
lower speciﬁcity than the 25-mer probes. Chou et al. (5)
observed similar results, further suggesting that the addition
of spacers could improve the signal intensity of short probes.
Letowski et al. (8) have shown that probes with mismatches
distributed over the entire length or at the center of the probe
have higher speciﬁcity than probes with mismatches at the 39
or 59 ends. They also found that hybridizations done at tem-
peratures 8–13C below the Tm (melting temperature) of
perfectly matching probes improved the speciﬁcity of the
probe. Peterson et al. (7) have used surface plasmon res-
onance spectroscopy to study the effect of probe density on
the kinetics of hybridization. They reported that at low probe
densities, almost 100% of the probes hybridize and the ki-
netics of binding follows Langmuir-like behavior, whereas at
high probe densities only 10% of the probes hybridize and
the kinetics of binding is slow.
Investigators have also used computer simulations to gain
insight into the structure and dynamics of DNA at the
molecular level, to interpret experimental data, and to test
analytical theories. Many different approaches have been
taken in the modeling of DNA via simulations. The level of
detail used in representing the geometry and energetics of
DNA molecules depends on what aspects of DNA behavior
one wishes to investigate. Atomic-resolution models provide
the most realistic description of DNA geometry and energet-
ics. The force ﬁelds are represented by empirical potentials
that account for the intra- and intermolecular interactions
between all of the atoms in the system (except hydrogen, in
some cases). Atomistic simulations of DNA are generally
performed using the traditional molecular dynamics (MD)
method. Since the ﬁrst MD simulations of nucleic acids
(14,15) researchers have been able to reproduce the exper-
imentally observed standard structures of single-stranded
DNA (16,17), double-stranded DNA (18–21), and other
motifs including anomalous structures (22–28). The dynam-
ics of hybridization of DNA tethered to a surface and the
effect of the surface on the conformation of the DNA has also
been studied using all-atom MD simulations (29–31). Ex-
tensive reviews of the use of molecular dynamics for the
simulation of a variety of nucleic acid systems can be found
in the literature (19,20,32–39). It is important to note, how-
ever, that all-atom MD simulations usually have an already
hybridized double-helix form of a DNA as an initial con-
ﬁguration and are used to study the stability of the double-
helix DNA structure. Although all-atom MD simulations
of DNA fragments can be performed on the nanosecond
timescale within current computer capabilities, many of the
physical and biological DNA processes of interest such as
replication, transcription, and denaturation are observed at
longer timescales. Also, simulations of large multichain sys-
tems of oligonucleotides with atomic detail are not feasible
within the computational power currently available.
To simulate the behavior of DNA at longer timescales
with current computational power, intermediate-resolution
and low-resolution models have been developed (40–62).
These models do not require many parameters yet provide a
good general picture of DNA behavior. Most intermediate-
resolution models are based on the bead-spring model. Each
bead (united atom) can represent either a complete nucleo-
tide unit or one of the three nucleic acid components: sugar,
phosphate, and base. The focus of the study determines the
level of coarse-graining in the prospective model. Garcia de
la Torre and co-workers (40,41) have developed a model for
short DNA chains in which each nucleotide is represented
by one bead (united atom). The introduction of a series of
stiff springs connecting neighboring beads on the same and
complementary strands induces the system to adopt a helical
conformation, allowing the calculation of helix dimensions
and persistence length. Mergell et al. (42) introduced a ge-
neric model with basepairs represented as rigid ellipsoids and
sugar-phosphate backbones represented as semirigid springs;
this model was used to explore the local stacking and heli-
cal properties of DNA and the behavior under stretching.
Drukker et al. (43,44) have developed a DNA model where
each nucleotide is represented by two beads. One bead rep-
resents a backbone site (sugar plus phosphate) and the other
the base. The model includes noncovalent and covalent in-
teractions, bending and torsional angle contributions, and
angle-dependent hydrogen bonding between bases. Next-
nearest neighbor bonds along the backbone sites were
introduced to produce stable duplexes. The model described
DNA melting of a double-helix structure into single strands
and is based on a previous two-dimensional representation of
DNA (45) as a sequence of rigid bodies (base plus sugar)
connected by ﬂexible rods. Recently, Tepper and Voth (46)
have developed a model for double-helix molecules in solu-
tion with explicit solvent and short-range interactions. Indi-
vidual beads in the model do not represent speciﬁc groups of
atoms but are evenly distributed to present a uniform distri-
bution of interactions (hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions,
base-stacking interactions, and repulsion between adjacent
phosphates along the backbone). The beads on the two
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strands are covalently linked. The twisting of this model into
a double helix was examined as a function of the input
parameters. The covalent linking between the basepairs on
the two strands prevents application of this model to dena-
turation processes (i.e., single-strand separation) or hybrid-
ization (joining together of two single strands).
Low resolution (simple) models have been used to
investigate macroscopic aspects and understand the basic
physics behind the DNA behavior that stems from the
polymeric nature of DNA molecules (polynucleotides). The
best example of this class of models is the wormlike chain
model (47–50), which represents the DNAmolecule as a stiff
polymer chain with variable persistence length; these models
have been used to study DNA supercoiling and condensation
(51–53). Another example is the elastic model, which rep-
resents the DNA molecule as a ﬂexible rod or cylinder under
the inﬂuence of ionic interactions (54–59). Lattice models
have also been used to study denaturation of DNA (60,61)
and the effect of stretching on nucleic acids (62).
All of the work discussed above provides valuable infor-
mation on the structure and dynamics of DNA, but so far no
one has used these models to speciﬁcally study hybridization
of multiple probes and targets in DNA microarrays. The goal
of our work is to use computer simulations to develop a
comprehensive general understanding of the physical prin-
ciples that govern the hybridization of target DNAmolecules
to probe DNA molecules in microarrays. We use Monte
Carlo simulations of coarse-grained lattice-model DNA mol-
ecules on model microarray surfaces to uncover the basic
physics underlying the hybridization process. The lattice
model and the Monte Carlo simulation method give us the
advantage of high computational speed. This in turn helps us
to access the long timescales (approximately minutes) (63)
involved in probe-target hybridization and makes the study
of large system sizes feasible within current computational
capabilities. Our work should culminate in a molecular level
description of the hybridization process and a set of general
guidelines for maximizing microarray sensitivity and spec-
iﬁcity.
Our system consists of a single probe molecule tethered to
a hard surface and a single target molecule. The probe and
target molecules are modeled as self-avoiding chains on a
cubic lattice. Each of the segments on the probe molecule
recognizes and preferentially binds to its uniquely comple-
mentary segment on the target with an attractive interaction
potential, e. We examine how the hybridization of the probe
and the target is affected by variation in probe length, hy-
bridization strength e, and the position of the complementary
segments on the target.
Highlights of our results are the following. As the probe
length decreases, the probability of binding all probe seg-
ments to complementary segments on the target increases.
This in turn increases the ability of the probe to discriminate
between perfectly complementary and partially complemen-
tary targets. This implies that shorter probes have higher
speciﬁcity, which is in qualitative agreement with the ex-
perimental work done by Relogio et al. (9) and Chou et al.
(5). In contrast, the longer probes have a higher probability
than the shorter probes of binding to the target, which im-
plies that longer probes have higher sensitivity. There is an
optimum probe length (¼ 12 statistical segments) where we
observe both good speciﬁcity and good sensitivity. Probes
with segments that are complementary to the segments at
either end of the target have higher speciﬁcity than probes
with segments that are complementary to the central portion
of the target. At strong hybridization strength (e ¼ 4 kT), the
probes tend to bind all of their segments to the target. At low
hybridization strength (e ¼ 2 kT), the probes tend to stay
unbound or bind only a few segments to the target. At in-
termediate hybridization strength (e ¼ 3 kT), the probes
prefer to bind either short stretches (2–4 segments) or all of
the segments to the target. Our study of the hybridization
kinetics reveals that the segments at the ends of the probe are
most likely to start the hybridization. The segments toward
the center of the probe remain bound to the target for a longer
time than the segments at the ends of the probe. The latter
leads us to believe that the speciﬁcity of the probes is high if
the mismatches in the target lie in the region complementary
to the center portion of the probe, which is also observed
experimentally by Letowski et al. (8).
The remainder of this article is organized as follows:
Model and Method describes the molecular model and the
simulation method. Results and Discussion describes our
simulation results. A brief summary of our ﬁndings is pro-
vided in the Conclusion.
MODEL AND METHOD
Weuse latticeMonteCarlo simulation for our study since it is extremely fast and
thought to faithfully mimic the large scale conformations of polymer chains.
Our system consists of a single target molecule in solution and a single probe
molecule tethered to a hard surface through a spacer. The probe and target are
modeled as self-avoiding chains placed on a cubic lattice. The segments on the
probe and target are distinct, i.e., instead of having four types of segments A, T,
G, C,we have asmany types of segments as there are segments along the probe.
Each of the segments on the probe represents a sequence of nucleotides along
the DNA single strand. We assume the dimension of each segment to be of the
order of magnitude of the persistence length of a single-stranded DNA. The
persistence length of a single-stranded DNA ranges from 0.8 nm to 5 nm
depending on the ionic strength of the solvent (0.1–1 mM, respectively) (64).
We assume the size of the segment to be 5 nm, which justiﬁes modeling the
DNA as a ﬂexible chain. Since the rise per basepair for single-stranded DNA
is 0.43 nm (64,65), each segment along the probe or target corresponds to
;11 nucleotides in a single-stranded DNA molecule. Each probe segment
recognizes (preferentially attracts) its uniquely complementary segment
on the target with an attractive interaction potential to mimic binding of
complementary nucleotide pairs (A-T, G-C) on DNA. In other words, the ith
segment on the probe is complementary only to the jth segment on the target,
the i1 1th segment on the probe is complementary only to the j1 1th segment
on the target, and so on.We refer to the attractive interaction potential between
the complementary probe-target segments as the hybridization energy, e. The
interactions are only between segments that are nonbonded nearest-neighbors
on the lattice. All other interactions in the system are zero. The dimensions of
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the simulation box in the x, y, and z directions are 48, 48, and 80, respectively.
In the z direction, there is a hard surface at z ¼ 81 and at z ¼ 0. The target
contains 48 segments. The probes contain 8–24 segments and are tethered to
the surface at z ¼ 0.
The initial conﬁguration of the target is obtained by ﬁrst placing the head-
segment of the chain on a random location in the lattice. The second segment
is placed on one of the six sites adjacent to the head-segment. The third
segment is placed on a site next to the second segment, and this is repeated
until the target chain is grown to the desired length. During this initialization
process, if there is no vacant site for adding a segment onto one end of the
chain, the segment is added to the other end of the chain. If adding the
segment to either end fails due to the absence of a vacant site, the chain is
moved in the box using reptation, kink jump, end moves, and crankshaft
moves (66) until a vacancy is created. In the case of the probe, the head-
segment is placed on a random location on the surface at z¼ 1 and the rest of
the chain is grown in the same way as the target chain. We do not allow
movement of the probe along the surface so the position of the head-probe
segment is ﬁxed. The other probe segments are moved in the box using a
combination of kink jump, end moves, and crankshaft moves (66).
The simulation proceeds in three stages: initialization, equilibration, and
production. In the initialization stage the system runs through 100,000
Monte Carlo steps (MC steps). In each MC step on average each segment
along the target and probe is picked randomly and moved using a random
combination of reptation, end moves, kink jump moves, and crankshaft
moves (66). The moves are accepted or rejected based on the Metropolis
algorithm (67). The initialization stage helps us avoid any bias that might
arise due to the nature of the initial conﬁguration of the chains. In the
equilibration stage, the system goes through 8,000,000 MC steps, during
which the standard chain moves are made to let the system equilibrate. In the
production stage (an additional 5,000,000 MC steps) we obtain data on the
property of interest after each 100MC steps and calculate the block averages
for every 100,000 MC steps. The equilibrium average for the desired
property is the mean of all the block averages. We obtain equilibrium
averages from 20 simulation trials; error bars are determined from the
standard deviations. To quantify the extent of hybridization, we calculate the
probability that a contiguous stretch of target segments binds to the com-
plementary probe segments. The error bars throughout the article are within
11% of the value of the dependent variable.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We study how the following factors affect the extent of
hybridization of the probe to the target: 1), the probe length;
2), the hybridization energy between the segments on the
probe and target, e; and 3), the stretch along the target mol-
ecule that the probe is chosen to complement. In this study
we consider probes of length 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 segments
and hybridization energies, e, of 2 kT, 3 kT, and 4 kT. We
also consider three types of probe based on the stretch along
the target molecule that the probe is chosen to complement.
Fig. 1 shows a cartoon of the three types of probes. The chain
with black segments represents the target, and the chain with
shaded segments represents the probe and the white segments
represent the spacer. Table 1 contains the positions of the
complementary segments on the target for each type of probe
and every probe length. For example, for probe length ¼ 8,
in the end-type probe, the segments are complementary to
segments 1–8 of the target; in the mid-type probe, the seg-
ments are complementary to segments 13–20 of the target;
and in the center-type, the segments are complementary to
segments 21–28 of the target.
Effect of probe length
In Fig. 2 we plot the probability of binding a contiguous
stretch of target segments to the probe versus number of
contiguous bound target segments for probe-lengths 8, 12,
16, 20, and 24. The results shown in Fig. 2 are for a system
with a single target that is 48-segments long, an end-type
probe with a spacer four-segments long, and e ¼ 3 kT. It is
important to note that when we calculate the probability of
binding a contiguous stretch of target segments, we do not
break this stretch into smaller stretches and hence overcount
the probability of having smaller stretches. For example, for
probe-length 8, when all eight segments on the probe are
bound, we only count that as one occurrence for an eight-
segment-long contiguous stretch being bound, and not as
eight occurrences of one segment being bound or as four
occurrences of two segment stretches, etc.
For probe-length 8, the probability of binding all eight
probe segments to their complementary target segments
(long stretch) is higher than the probability of binding short
stretches along the target. This implies that the probe prefers
to bind either all of its contiguous segments or only a few
contiguous segments to complementary segments on the
target. When all of the probe segments bind to the com-
plementary segments on the target, the free energy is lowered
because the system gains considerable enthalpy and this is
sufﬁcient to overcome the considerable loss in entropy due to
the conﬁgurational restraints associated with the binding of
the segments. When only a few of the probe segments bind to
complementary segments on the target, the free energy is
lowered because the system gains a modest amount of
enthalpy due to favorable interactions, and this is sufﬁcient
to overcome the modest loss of entropy due to the con-
ﬁgurational constraints on the bound target segments.
FIGURE 1 A schematic for the three types of probes for probe-length 8
and target of length 48 (target not drawn to scale). The segments of the probe
are complementary to (left panel) segments 1–8 along the target (End Type);
(middle panel) segments 13–20 along the target (Mid Type); and (right
panel) segments 21–28 along the target (Center Type).
TABLE 1 The position of the complementary segments
on the target for each type of probe
Probe length End type Mid type Center type
8 1–8 13–20 21–28
12 1–12 13–24 19–30
16 1–16 13–28 17–32
20 1–20 13–32 15–34
24 1–24 13–36 13–36
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For probe-length 12 (diamonds) the probability of binding
all 12 probe segments and the probability of binding small
stretches two-segments in length are much higher than the
probability of binding intermediate length stretches (;6–10
segments) along the target. The probability of binding long
stretches is higher for probe-length 12 than for probe-length
8 because probe-length 8 has only eight segments to attract
and bind the target while the probe of length 12 has 12
segments. We also observe that, as the probe length increases
from 12 to 24, the probability of binding only few segments
in the probe to the target increases, but the probability of
binding all segments in the probe to the target decreases.
This is because as the probe length increases, the enthalpic
gain in binding all of the probe segments to the target is not
high enough to overcome the entropic loss upon binding, the
latter of which increases dramatically with chain length.
These results can be interpreted in terms of speciﬁcity and
sensitivity. Shorter probes (except for probe-length 8) have a
higher probability of binding all the probe segments to the
target than longer probes. This means that shorter probes are
better able to distinguish between matches and mismatches
in the target and hence have higher speciﬁcity than longer
probes. These results qualitatively agree with those obtained
experimentally by Relogio et al. (9) and Chou et al. (5).
Among all the probe lengths, probe-length 12 has the highest
probability to bind all its segments to the target and therefore
has the highest speciﬁcity.
As mentioned before, sensitivity is a measure of how
well the microarray can detect rarely expressed genes. There-
fore, the more often a ﬂuorescently-labeled target is detected
by the probe, the higher the ﬂuorescence and hence the signal
intensity (higher sensitivity). Sensitivity is also measured as
the ratio of the number of targets detected to the total number
of targets in solution. Since we have only a single target we
cannot calculate the sensitivity. We can, however, make a
good guess as to how the sensitivity varies for the different
probe lengths by comparing the probability of the different
probe lengths to bind the target. The higher the probability of
a probe length to bind the target, the higher the sensitivity.
We calculate the probability of binding the target as the ratio
of number of data points when the probe binds the target by
at least one segment to the total number of data points,
averaged over 10 simulation trials. We have tabulated the
probability of binding the target for the different probes
lengths in Table 2. We see that probe-length 16 has the
highest values of the probability, thus the highest sensitivity.
In a future publication we will make a better assessment of
the effect of probe length on the sensitivity by considering
the case of multiple targets.
Therefore, we can conclude that probe-lengths 12 and 16
seem to give both good speciﬁcity and good sensitivity. Since
our model assumes each segment to be;11 nucleotides, our
results suggest that probes molecules with 132–176 nucle-
otides will give good speciﬁcity and sensitivity. This 132–176
nucleotide range agrees with experimental results obtained
by Chou et al. (5), who predict that 150 nucleotides is an
optimal probe length for expression measurement.
Effect of position of complementary segments
in the target
In Fig. 3 we plot the probability of binding all the probe
segments to their complementary target segments versus
probe length for end-type, mid-type, and center-type probes.
The results shown in Fig. 3 are for a system with a single
target 48-segments long, and spacer four-segments long at
e ¼ 3 kT.
For probe-length 8, the end-type probe has a higher
probability than the mid-type and center-type probes, of
binding all its segments to the target. This implies that the
end-type probe has a higher speciﬁcity than the mid-type and
center-type probes. The reason behind this is as follows. If
the number of probe segments bound to the target is the same
for all three types of probes, the enthalpy is equal in all three
cases. Thus the free energy is affected only by the entropy
term. This leads us to believe that the loss in conﬁgurational
entropy upon hybridization increases from end type to center
type. Thus the extent of hybridization is highest when the
FIGURE 2 Effect of probe length on probability of binding a contiguous
stretch of segments along target to the probe segments for end-type probes at
e ¼ 3 kT and spacer length ¼ 4.
TABLE 2 The probability that a probe of a given length binds
to a target of length 48
Probe length Probability
8 0.184
12 0.666
16 0.924
20 0.828
24 0.688
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probe is chosen to complement the end of the target. As
the probe length increases from 12 to 16 to 20, the end-type
probe continues to have a slightly higher probability than the
mid-type and center-type probes for binding all its segments
to the target. This is again due to the greater loss of con-
ﬁgurational entropy for an end-type probe than a center-type
probe. For probe-length 24, the mid-type and center-type
probes have a higher probability than the end-type probe to
bind all the probe segments to the target. In the case of probe-
length 24, the mid-type and center-type probes are identical
in terms of the target segments they are chosen to comple-
ment, as seen in the last row of Table 1, so we only need to
compare end-type and mid-type probes. It is not clear why
the center-type probes have a higher probability than the end-
type probe to bind all the probe segments to the target (for
probe-length 24) and we are not sure if this trend will
continue for longer probes. We suspect that with increasing
probe length ($24), the loss of conﬁgurational entropy for
mid-type (and center-type) probes decreases and becomes
less than that of end-type probe. We will investigate this in a
future publication.
Effect of hybridization energy e
Fig. 4 shows the effect of varying the strength of the hy-
bridization energy on the extent of hybridization for probe-
lengths 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24. We plot the probability of
binding all probe segments (Fig. 4 a) and short contiguous
stretches of two probe segments (Fig. 4 b) to the comple-
mentary target segments versus varying length of end-type
probes with spacers of length 4 at three hybridization ener-
gies 2 kT, 3 kT, and 4 kT. In our simulation, increasing hybrid-
ization energy, e, can be interpreted as decreasing temperature
because the reduced temperature T* is equal to kT/e.
For probe-length 8, as the interaction strength increases
from 2 kT to 4 kT (equivalently T* decreases from 1/2 to
1/4), the probability of binding all probe segments to their
complementary segments on the target increases (Fig. 4 a).
When e ¼ 2 kT (high T*), the enthalpic gain upon binding
is small and cannot overcome the loss in entropy so the
probability of binding all probe segments is low. When e¼ 4
kT (low T*), the enthalpic gain upon binding is much higher
than when e¼ 3 kT (intermediate T*); this can overcome the
loss in entropy upon binding, allowing the probe to readily
bind all its segments to the target. The probability of binding
a short contiguous stretch of two probe segments to the
target also increases as the interaction strength increases
from 2 kT to 4 kT for probe-length 8, but not by a signiﬁcant
amount (Fig. 4 b).
For probe-length 12 (Fig. 4 a), as the interaction strength
increases from 2 kT to 4 kT, the probability of binding all
probe segments to their complementary segments on the
target increases. The reason for this is the same as that stated
for probe-length 8. The probability of binding a short con-
tiguous stretch of two probe segments for probe-length 12,
unlike probe-length 8, is higher for 3 kT than for 4 kT or 2 kT
(Fig. 4 b). This is because when e ¼ 4 kT, the hybridization
energy is so strong that the probe prefers to bind all its
segments to the target to maximize the enthalpic gain rather
FIGURE 3 Comparison of probability of binding all the probe segments
to the complementary target segments versus probe length for end-type (A),
mid-type (B), and center-type probes (C).
FIGURE 4 Effect of hybridization energy—2
kT (d), 3 kT (n), and 4 kT (:)—on probability
of binding (a) all probe segments and (b) short
contiguous stretch of probe segments to the
complementary target segments for end-type
probes of varying length with spacers of
length 4.
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than to have only a few segments bind to the target. The same
behavior is observed for probe-lengths 16, 20, and 24.
The effect of increasing e on extent of hybridization can be
compared to the effect of increasing the % G1C content on
hybridization. It is known that a G-C basepair has three
hydrogen bonds whereas an A-T pair has two hydrogen
bonds; therefore, the higher the %G1C content in the probe,
the higher the strength (e) of binding to the complementary
bases on the target. Therefore, our results suggest better
speciﬁcity will be observed for probes with high e (or high
%G1C content). This is also seen experimentally by
Letowski et al. (8), who have shown that even at higher
temperature, probes with high %G1C content achieve better
speciﬁcity than probes with low %G1C content. Further-
more, high e (or high %G1C content) leads to the probe
binding more readily to the target segments, which in turn
leads to high sensitivity.
Effect of spacer length
Chou et al. (5) have shown that addition of spacers to short
probes enhances the hybridization intensity by pushing the
probe into the solution to improve the chances of target
capture. Furthermore, they have shown that the effect of
spacers is more prominent in the case of short oligonucle-
otide probes than in the case of long DNA probes. To study
the effect of spacers, we plot in Fig. 5 the probability of
ﬁnding a contiguous stretch of target segments bound to a
probe of length 12 at e ¼ 3 kT when the spacer length is
varied from 0 segments to 24 segments. The probability of
binding long stretches is the same for all the spacer lengths.
The probability of binding short stretches is weakly depen-
dent on the spacer length. In other words, the spacers do not
have much of an effect on the extent of hybridization for
probe-length 12 or for other probe lengths (not shown here
for brevity). Although this contradicts the observation of
Chou et al. (5), we suspect that this is because our system
contains only a single probe. When there are multiple probes
on the surface, there is a crowding effect and the probes try to
get away from the neighboring probes by extending away
from the surface. The spacers push the probes away from the
surface, facilitating the binding of the target to the probe and
improving the extent of hybridization. Due to the absence of
multiple probes in our system, the spacers do not improve the
extent of hybridization.
Kinetics of hybridization
To better understand the mechanism of probe-target hybrid-
ization, we analyze the kinetics of hybridization in our
model. We begin by obtaining simulation data on which
probe segment starts (nucleates) hybridization. Fig. 6 shows
us the probability that each probe segment starts the hy-
bridization for an end-type probe. In an end-type probe, the
ﬁrst and the Nth segments of the probe (see Fig. 1 for cartoon)
are more likely to be nucleation sites for the hybridization
process than the segments in the midportion of the probe at
all probe lengths. These observations can be explained as
follows. In the system containing end-type probes, we know
that the ﬁrst target segment binds to the ﬁrst probe segment
and the Nth probe segment binds to the Nth target segment
and the two segments that have the most freedom of
movement are the Nth probe segment and the ﬁrst and last
target segments. As a consequence, the Nth probe segment
and the ﬁrst probe segment tend to bind to their comple-
mentary segments before the other segments in the system
do, thereby starting hybridization.
FIGURE 5 Effect of spacers of length 0 (d), 4 (:), 12 (n), and 24 (¤) on
probability of binding a contiguous stretch of segments along the target to
the probe segments for end-type probe of length 12 segments.
FIGURE 6 Probability of starting hybridization versus probe seg-
ment number for varying lengths of end-type probe, at e ¼ 3 kT and spacer
length ¼ 4.
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Once hybridization has started, the segments in the mid-
portion of the probe are more likely to stay bound to their
complements than the segments on the ends of the probe.
This is seen in Fig. 7, which shows the fraction of simulation
time during which a certain probe segment is bound for an
end-type probe. This further suggests that since the probe
segments in the midportion are hybridizing more often than
the segments at the end, they are more likely to detect mis-
matches. Therefore end-type probes can detect mismatches
in the midsection of the probe better than mismatches at
the ends. This has also been observed experimentally by
Letowski et al. (8), who found that the speciﬁcity of the
probe was highest when the mismatches were in the center
part of the probe.
CONCLUSION
We have used Monte Carlo simulations with a coarse-
grained lattice DNA model to study the thermodynamics and
the kinetics of hybridization of single-stranded target genes
in solution with complementary probe DNA molecules
immobilized on a microarray surface. The target molecules
in our system contain 48 statistical segments and the probes
tethered on a hard surface contain 8–24 segments. The seg-
ments on the probe and target are distinct, with each segment
representing a short sequence of nucleotides (;11 nucleo-
tides). Each segment along the probe interacts exclusively
with its unique complementary segment on the target mol-
ecule with a single interaction (hybridization) energy; all
other interactions are zero. We have examined the effect of
probe length, hybridization energy (or equivalently tem-
perature), and the position of the complementary segments in
the target on the extent of hybridization.
In this article we have shown that for systems containing a
single probe molecule and a single target molecule, the prob-
ability of binding all probe segments to the target decreases
as the probe length increases. The higher the probability of
binding all probe segments, the higher is the speciﬁcity of the
probe. Thus we expect shorter probes (12–16 segments) to
be more speciﬁc than longer probes. Most of the experi-
mental work qualitatively agrees with this trend that shorter
probes have higher speciﬁcity (5,9). We cannot calculate the
sensitivity since we are studying the hybridization of a single
target, but we can make a good guess as to how the sen-
sitivity varies for the different probe lengths by comparing
the probability of the different probe lengths to bind the
ﬂuorescently-labeled target molecule. The higher the prob-
ability of a probe length to bind the target, the higher the
sensitivity. We see that probes 12- and 16-segments long
have higher sensitivity than the other probe lengths. Thus,
our results suggest that probes 12- and 16-segments long
(;132- and 176-nucleotides-long DNA probes) would give
the highest sensitivity and speciﬁcity.
We have studied the effect of varying the temperature (T*)
on the extent of hybridization by examining the extent of
hybridization at varying strengths of the hybridization
energy (e), since T* ¼ kT/e. As the hybridization energy
increases, the longer probes are able to bind all their seg-
ments to the target. In other words, as the hybridization
energy increases (or % G1C content increases), the spec-
iﬁcity of the probe increases. The hybridization kinetics
reveals that the segments at the ends of the probe are most
likely to start the hybridization. The segments toward the
center of the probe remain bound to the target for a longer
time than the segments at the ends of the probe. Thus the
probes can detect mismatches better if they are positioned
toward the center of the probe. This has been observed by
Letowski et al. (8), who have shown that when the mis-
matches are present at the 39 and 59-end, the probes were less
speciﬁc than when the mismatches are present at the center.
It is important to keep the limitations of our model in
mind. The model is simple and coarse-grained, and as such
does not explicitly consider solvent-mediated interactions,
electrostatic interactions, or atomistic details of the DNA
molecule (bond angles, torsion angles, stacking interactions).
It is important to note that our model is similar to the Poland-
Scheraga model for DNA hybridization (68,69). In that
model, hybridization between two complementary strands of
DNA of equal length could occur only when bases with the
same index along the strands bind. This is essentially a Go-
type model (70) which, based on observations for Go-type
protein models, means that the energy landscape will be
relatively unfrustrated. We do not know to what extent the
consequent low number of trapped complexes will affect the
model’s predictions for sensitivity and speciﬁcity. The be-
havior of the DNA probes and targets has been predicted
based mainly on the chainlike nature of target and probe
molecules and the interactions between the complementary
FIGURE 7 Fraction of simulation time that a segment is bound versus
probe segment number for varying lengths of end-type probe, at e ¼ 3 kT
and spacer length ¼ 4.
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segments of the probe and the target molecule. Furthermore,
we have only shown the results for a single probe and a
single target. As multiple probes and multiple targets are
introduced into the system we expect to see a crowding effect
with the targets binding simultaneously to multiple probes,
leading to lowering of the speciﬁcity. We will present this
work in a forthcoming publication.
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